SPA SENSATIONS

Conceived as something to enrich your holiday, we offer our guests a menu of sensory options to suit all needs. Enjoy these innovative treatments and their benefits for health and well-being.
CONTENT

FACIAL SPA
- Secret Infusion Facial
- Delicate Skin Facial
- High Moisturizing Facial
- Oily Skin Facial
- Caviar & Argan Facial
- Men's Facial

ENERGIZING MASSAGES
- Sports Massage
- Deep Therapeutic Massage

SPA COLLECTIONS
- Caviar Massage Collection
- Wellness Gems
- Golden Paraiso

DETOX MASSAGE
- Lymphatic Massage

BODY SCRUBS
- Mediterranean Exfoliating Scrub Treatment
- Chocolate Exfoliating Scrub Treatment

HOLISTIC MASSAGE SENSATIONS
- Shiatsu
- Ayurveda
- Thai Massage
- Hot Stone Massage
- Imperial Mayan Massage

FAMILY SPA
- New Age Facial
- Teen Massage
- Chocolate Wrap

RELAXING MASSAGES
- Signature Sensations Massage

BEAUTY TREATMENTS
FACIAL SPA

A multi-generational personalized care plan, responding to all your needs.

SECRET INFUSION FACIAL / A SECRET OF YOUTH 60 MIN

Personalized infusions to prevent, correct and combat aging, a treatment inspired by the latest advances in skin cellular repair and self-regeneration. Its innovative ingredients such as luffa extract, organic silica and concentrated multivitamins will leave a visible result from the first session.

DELICATE SKIN FACIAL / “SMART CARE” 60 MIN

Effective botanic concentrates work to care and allow for even the most delicate skin. Ingredients such as calendula extract, arnica, rice and corn help your skin regain its natural tolerance and the balance of normal skin. A gentle, calming caress, this ultra-soothing facial treatment is decongestive and hydrating, increasing your skin’s self-defense.

HIGH MOISTURIZING FACIAL / “INTENSIVE COLLAGEN” 60 MIN

An active hydration cure based on pure collagen. The power of enriching nutrients and the composition of amino acids immediately correct dryness deep into the layers of the skin, ensuring an instant and progressive effect that maintains hydration and natural balance. Highly recommended for before and after exposure to the sun.
FACIAL SPA

OILY SKIN FACIAL / 60 MIN

“EXPERT CARE FOR YOUR SKIN”
A combination of natural extracts including red clay, ginger, cinnamon and liquorice which fuse to combat and repair the impurities and imbalances of mixed and greasy skin. The deepest pores are purified, excess oils are absorbed and the skin glows naturally, removing shine on the spot.

CAVIAR & ARGÁN FACIAL / 60 MIN

“A LUXURY FOR YOUR SKIN”
An innovative concept in skin nutrition, this treatment uses caviar and pure ARGAN oil, also known as liquid gold. Both fuse to achieve a rejuvenating effect on your skin, giving it an instant lift. This treatment favors oxygenation and cellular level repair, immediately improving the surface of the skin with firmness and elasticity.

MEN’S FACIAL / 50 MIN
CARE AND RELAXATION
This comforting energy and vitality treatment for the face gives a pleasant sensation of coolness and well-being. Recommended to combat fatigue, stress and aging, it eliminates toxins and combats everyday damage, returning the skin to its natural vitality and energy necessary for a healthy and young appearance.
Every day, men's skin is exposed to the aggression of shaving and pollution. This facial is designed with active natural ingredients to revitalize and hydrate the skin, giving immediate results for a healthy, cool and rejuvenated face.
SP A C O L L E C T I O N S

JOYAS DE COLECCIÓN
The unimaginable fusion of science, art and luxury allows you to take advantage of the true jewels and secrets of nature. Delight your senses and defy the passing of time with unique skincare treatments with a delicate touch of sophistication.

CAVIAR MASSAGE COLLECTION / 60 MIN
The elegance and exceptional benefits of caviar extract make for a great way to protect the skin from aging. It accelerates the skin’s hydration processes, improving cell capacity and promoting the skin’s natural defenses. Combined with a sedative and repairing massage to return the body’s vitality and beauty.

WELLNESS GEMS / 60 MIN
A taste of pure elegance with exceptional particles of diamond, malachite, ruby, sapphire and rhodochrosite in an elixir of precious stones proportioning the trace elements necessary to improve cellular survival. The soft textures and unique aromas of an expert therapeutic harmony of nature and precious stones, combined with a relaxing massage and Japanese Jin-Shin treatment techniques.

GOLDEN PARAISO FACIAL AND WRAP / FACIAL 60 MIN / BODY 50 MIN
Alchemy and art conceptualized in a pioneering treatment that satisfies the cellular nutrition needs of essential elements. The combination of seaweed with gold dust accelerates the skin’s metabolism to extend a young and firm look. Enjoy a volcanic stone massage and an intense hydration that penetrates and re-texturizes your skin, leaving gold reflections.

This treatment can be ordered individually or as part of a package.
HOLISTIC MASSAGE SENSATIONS

Experiences based on ancient therapies that balance the three human dimensions of body, mind and spirituality.

SHIATSU / 60 MIN

Ancient Japanese massage based on applying pressure at specific points that stimulate Qi or Chi energy, reinforcing the body’s self-healing properties. This massage will leave you totally restored, relaxed and with greater mobility in your joints.

AYURVEDA / 60 MIN

A Hindu-based philosophy, the word ayurveda comes from Sanskrit word meaning “knowledge of life.” Recognized throughout the world and forming part of traditional medical practice in India, this massage works in accordance with the three personalities; Pitta, Bata and Kaffa and corresponding massage oils, offering a highly relaxing and refreshing experience.

THAI MASSAGE / 60 MIN

This is a versatile massage forming part of the theory of Sen and lom which stands for the air and energy that flows through the body in the form of channels or meridians. The different maneuvers performed by the therapist using feet, hands and knees make this one of the most complete massages, balancing mind and body, stimulating mobility in joints and relaxing muscles.
HOLISTIC MASSAGE SENSATIONS

HOT STONE MASSAGE / 80 MIN / 50 MIN

A geothermal massage inspired by the cure for muscular pain. Its philosophy is based on the balance between chakras, which are bio-energetic channels that aid the body’s self-healing properties. The hot obsidian stones offer gentle sensations upon contact with the skin, stimulating the circulatory system, accelerating metabolism and alleviating muscular tension offering total relaxation and a sensation of relief.

MASAJE MAYA IMPERIAL / 60 MIN

This massage takes you on a journey to the Mayan culture, evoking ancient techniques practiced by the shamans and medicine men, techniques that emerge from the past to be enjoyed today. Massage through stretching with the rebozo (traditional Mexican blanket), aromatherapy and stone massage, leaving you relaxed and purified.
RELAXING MASSAGES

SIGNATURE SENSATIONS MASSAGE / 80 MIN / 60 MIN

Leaving behind all stress factors in the first stage of this experience, which harmonizes the best of Eastern and Western massage techniques. A deep muscle massage, without being painful, that helps reduce all accumulated tension to attain a deep relaxation with a touch of the mystic and spiritual.

RELAXING SWEDISH MASSAGE / 80 MIN / 50 MIN

The classic massage, a technique that has survived over time and the most popular and well known massage the world over for its diverse benefits for relaxation and health improving muscular function and the circulatory system.

COUPLES’ MASSAGE / 50 MIN

RELAXING ROMANTIC MASSAGE FOR TWO

A sensory experience to enjoy with your partner: choose your massage technique and aromatherapy for both and add an extra romantic touch: personalize the space to celebrate something special or for a memorable experience.

PAID EXTRAS AVAILABLE
• Special flower arrangement
• Bed of roses
• Glass or bottle of wine

By purchasing any of our extras your stay in the cabin is extended by 30 minutes.
ENERGIZING MASSAGES

SPORTS MASSAGE / 80 MIN / 50 MIN

The ideal massage after intense physical activity or for practicing any sport, it helps drain accumulations of lactic between muscle fibers, preventing pain after sport or physical activity. Also ideal to improve physical performance for sport lovers: divers, golfers, footballers, marathon runners and gym lovers etc.

DEEP THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE / 80 MIN / 50 MIN

An ideal massage for muscular recovery, it eliminates tension and accumulations of stress reflected by a loss of mobility or muscle pain. Our therapists will work on three anatomical points: deep muscle, pressure points and joints and stretching, restoring body movement and offering deep relaxation and a sense of post-massage fulfillment.
DETOX MASSAGE

LYMPHATIC MASSAGE / 60 MIN

This massage is beneficial for your health, especially for the elimination of toxins. The therapist’s expert maneuvers clear out accumulated residues from the lymph, depositing them on the lymph nodes where they will be subsequently metabolized, aiding the functioning of organs.
BODY SCRUBS

MEDITERRANEAN EXFOLIATING / 30 MIN
SCRUB TREATMENT
Inspired by the exotic Mediterranean of Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt and Istanbul. Through the delights of aromas and textures of argan shell, olive seeds, grape pips, and orange water, it creates a rejuvenating experience for your skin.

CHOCOLATE EXFOLIATING SCRUB / 30 MIN
TREATMENT
Enjoy the sensation of the delicious texture of chocolate, which helps stimulate metabolism to eliminate toxins, leaving your skin fresh with a light chocolate aroma.
FAMILY SPA

Conceived so that children can accompany their parents to the spa, with treatments for those first experiences.

NEW AGE FACIAL / 25 MIN

Skincare and moisturizing treatment with fun COCONUT, HONEY AND CHOCOLATE extracts. An authentic and irresistible experience to enjoy. All products are completely natural and entirely hypoallergenic.

TEEN MASSAGE / 50 MIN

An aromatic, fun and relaxing experience with physical, mental and psychological benefits aiding personality development and well-being: enriched oils with a cocoa and vanilla base aid skin development and the aromas stimulate relaxation and a happy smile.

CHOCOLATE WRAP / 50 MIN

Relaxing and fun chocolate experience
A gentle and warm experience leaving even the most spoiled young ones cared for and rested, the chocolate melts on the skin helping the body rest and relaxes the senses, its highly nutritious and hydrating properties giving exceptional care.

Policy:
These treatemnts are recommended for adolescents of 10 years or over and they must be accompanied by their parents in the treatment cabin.
BEAUTY TREATMENTS

NAIL SERVICE
You will be attended by our professional manicurists, combining relaxation with beauty, offering you foot hydrotherapy and massage with all our pedicure treatments.

PEDICURE
- Regular Pedicure
- French Pedicure
- SPA Pedicure with Mud

Because you deserve to show those beautiful hands, all our manicure treatments include hand massage and moisturizing treatment.

MANICURE
- Manicure regular
- Manicure Francés
- Manicure Spa con fango

HAIR TREATMENTS
Beauty goes hand in hand with relaxation: all our hair treatments come with a scalp and head massage using aromatherapy.

- Restructuring Treatment for Chemically Treated Hair
- Treatment for Badly Treated Hair
- Treatment for Greasy Hair
- Anti-Dandruff Hair Treatment

FASHION AND STYLE
- Wash and Dry
- Ladies Styling for Special Occasion
- Straightening
- Special Bridal Styling
- Bridal Styling Trial
- Girl's Styling
- Ladies Cut
- Gentlemen's Cut
- French Braid
- Caribbean braids
  - Full Head (Short)
  - Full Head (Medium)
  - Full Head (Long)
  - Half head
  - Braids (Individual)
  - Braids (Individual) with Flower
HAIR REMOVAL
- Full Face
- Legs
- Gentlemen's Back
- Bikini line
- Armpits
- Arms
- Mustache
- Eyebrows

In all these treatments, post hair removal cream is used to relieve irritation.

BRIDE PACKAGE
As we know this is an important occasion, we'll take care of everything for you so you can enjoy your wedding.

- Trial Styling
- Wedding Day Styling
- Makeup Service
- French or Regular Manicure

All at a Special Price.

BEAUTY SALON FOR KIDS
Manicure for girls
Chocolate SPA pedicure for kids
Nail color
Style (girls)
Cut (boys)
Cut (girls)
IBEROSTAR
PLAYA PARAÍSO RESORT
T: +52 984 877 28 00
spa.paraiso@iberostar.com
Information and reservations:
Ext. 8700

Let it shine